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AKA CONNECTIONS

From the President's desk...
Dear AKA Members and Friends,

Uncertainty and tumult appear to be our new normal, and I
hope this finds you and your loved ones well and adapting,
learning and reflecting on our roles and responsibilities in our
society’s inhumanity and systemic racism.We acknowledge
that the adoption and foster care system has a long history of
injustices and prejudices and we are committed to addressing
these issues, and we pledge to be more inclusive in our
educational and support offerings. Additionally, the AKA
Board will continue to reflect on what we say and do, and
work to end inequality and racism in adoption and beyond.
As for our annual conference, we postponed it until October in
hopes that we could meet in person, but the current situation
demands that we take it virtual. We did not arrive here without
deliberation and regret since it is the gathering with friends and
colleagues that is the high point of each conference, but it is the
best way forward at this point. Taking the conference online will be
complicated, but we are up for the challenge. We are busily
planning the re-imagined event and excited about our collaboration
with Adoption Network Cleveland to bring you, "Journey's of
Discovery, Navigating the Intersection of Adoption." We are
energized by the possibilities and especially for the opportunity to
reach a broader audience. Please follow us on Facebook and
Instagram for more information, and please feel free to reach out to
us at aka@adoptionknowledge.org, and know that we are here to
support you to the best of our abilities.
Wishing you good health, peace and comfort,
,Rod Lind, President
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How I Found Racial
Healing During the
Pandemic
JS Lee

As a kid growing up in White
America, learning to embrace
my Asianness has often felt
like rebellion. During the
COVID-19 pandemic, it feels
more political than ever.
Added anxiety over the rise in
anti-Asian violence has shaken
my community’s sense of
security. I’ve heard and seen
plenty of advice on how to stay
physically safe—

most of which prescribes
assimilation and
exceptionalism, which has
proven ineffective for BIPOC
throughout history. Rather than
performing useless acts that
take us further away from
ourselves, I recommend
practicing a form of radical
acceptance.

to change who we are, or how
we’re perceived. It can help
relieve pressure, remove victim
blame and shame, and allow
emotional safety that coincides
with living authentically. It’s
what makes sense to me, and
many other Asian Americans,
as we navigate the additional
backlash of the pandemic.

We can and should call out
racism, defend ourselves, and
work towards policy change to
improve racial justice. But with
radical acceptance, we let go of
the idea that it's our job to
prove our worth as humans;

This feels especially poignant
in a month set aside to
celebrate Asian culture and
heritage. May was chosen as
Asian Pacific American
Heritage Month, to
commemorate the first
Japanese immigrants’ arrival
to the U.S. on May 7, 1843, as
well as Chinese immigrants’
work that completed the
transcontinental railroad on
May 10, 1869. As with all BIPOC
in the U.S., our history is rich
with oppression and rising
through it.

Board, Staff, & Member Picks
RECOMMENDED READING
HOLE IN MY HEART
-LORRAINE DUSKY
BLACK ANTHOLOGY: ADULT
ADOPTEES CLAIM THEIR SPACE
-DIANE RENE CHRISTIAN, SUSAN
HARRIS O'CONNER, ET AL.
BEFORE AND AFTER: THE
INCREDIBLE STORIES OF ORPHANS
WHO SURVIVED THE TENNESSEE
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY
-JUDY CHRISTIE & LISA WINGATE
LITTLE FIRES EVERYWHERE
-CELESTE NG
THE OTHER MOTHER
-CAROL SCHAEFER

Like a lot of people these days,
I’ve been spending more time
in the kitchen. Instead of
baking sourdough bread, I’m
perfecting my soondubu jjigae.
The spicy, savory broth
nourishes and nurtures me
from the inside.
One sip transports me back to
Korea, creating the sense that
I’m more at home in my body.
Feeding myself my culture is a

Continued on page 3....
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soothing act of racial healing.

taking time to perfect her
family’s bak chang recipe. I’ve
been a huge fan of the Oakland
eatery for years — for both its
Teochew-Singaporean food
and social consciousness. Like
me, CY is reading more AsianAmerican authors, plus
WeChating with family
abroad.

I’ve also been reading more
Asian and diaspora novelists,
too, and taking my time with
Helen Zia’s Asian American
Dreams: The Emergence of an
American People. To unwind,
I’ve streamed Kim’s
Convenience, a cute sitcom
about a Korean-Canadian
family that sometimes
broaches racial dynamics with
a light touch. Although
zombies aren’t typically my
thing, I binged all three
seasons of Kingdom,
awestruck by the costumes.
No matter the genre, listening
to the cadence of the Korean
language repairs some of the
disconnect I have as an Asian
person living in the West.
Other Asian people tell me
they’re also further
embracing their culture and
people – having more open
discussions with family,
digging into their history, and
studying the language of their
homelands.

The necessary sheltering
orders disrupted S+M Vegan’s
business, but through takeout, they’re rolling with the
times. They’ve been using their
social media platforms to
share Asian American and
Pacific Islanders content and
historical facts of our plight
and resistance as a way to fight
back against the heightened
anti-Asian sentiments.
I’ve also noticed a lot of crosspromotion with other Asian
businesses and causes. CY says,
“We seek each other out. We
often go out of our way to
connect. I think we all
understand that we’re
stronger together.”

CY, the co-founder and chef of
S+M Vegan tells me she’s been

She and her partner, Shane,
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have been organizing food
trades with other local AAPI
businesses. After all, food is
love, and a thread that weaves
back through to our ancestors.
CY adds, “We try to be more
open about our feelings than
our parents’ generation but in
the end, a Tupperware of
dumplings or a head of Napa
cabbage speaks a thousand
words.”
Through a friend, I’ve recently
become acquainted with
Rupert Estanislao, a Pinoy
Punk musician and co-founder
of Aklasan Records. Estanislao
is Filipino and relayed how
three White people recently
shouted racist slurs at him
while trying to throw him off a
bus in San Francisco on his
way to his essential job. When
I asked how he was managing
the aftermath, he said he’s
fired up to write more songs
about how Asians—and
immigrants of color—are
often scapegoated. When it
comes to anti-Asian violence,
he says, “No [Asian]’s exempt.
We should get angry” and
funnel it through our art.
While he’s always been proud
of his heritage, I admire how
his reaction to what happened
has him even further
embracing his identity. He’s
speaking more Tagalog with
friends and
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family. His wife will give birth
any day, and they’ve already
chosen a Filipino name. He’s
amped up to support and
release more music from
Filipino American bands that
speak to the politics of our
time. He says, “Art shows we
contributed something to this
society,” not that we need to
do more than the rest.
There’s no upside to the
uptick in anti-Asian violence,
but I’m glad to see more of us
awakened and speaking out.
There’s less talk of White
adjacency and how it
“protects” us. And many of us
who weren’t previously moved
to explore our histories or
take our place in the
community are doing so now.
This article was republished from Yes!
Magazine. Original publication 5/12/20.
www.yesmagazine.org/opinion/2020/05/
12/coronavirus-asian-identity-apahmaapi/

Guest Blogger
Maggie Gallant
The What-If Game
I’m not generally given to
bragging but when it comes
to the what-if game, I might
be one of the best.As an
adoptee, it’s an easy game to
play. We’re born knowing its
rules and we grow up with its
questions. What if she hadn’t
given me up? What if I’d been
closer with my adoptive
parents? What if I’d been less
fearful of rejection? Adoptee
daydreams and fantasies are
made of this.
I rarely live in the moment
because I’m too busy
worrying, wondering,
planning, being two steps
ahead. So when my brother
Miles and I moved my mum
into a care home 8 years ago,

the decision was based on
what-if logic. I was living in
Austin. My brother lived in
London but he often traveled.
My mum had been diagnosed
with Alzheimer’s four years
earlier and the disease was
progressing. What if she had
another fall and her home
help wasn’t there? What if
she couldn’t reach us, or
forgot how to? It was time to
make the move.
The first few weeks in the
care home were nervewracking. Miles and I
repeated the same lies over
and over - ‘you’re just here
for a few days until you get
better’. Friends from her
village came to visit and
encouraged her to remember
names and places while I
frantically signalled them to
stop. Our biggest fear was
that she would have a
Cont. page ....5

RESOURCES FROM AROUND THE WEB

blacklivesmatter.com
naacpldf.org
juneinapril.libsyn.com
angiethomas.com/the-hate-u-give
avaduvernay.com/selma
pbs.org/black-culture/shows/list
buzzsprout.com/706212/4205837

Continued from page 4....

moment of clarity and realize
what had happened. That we
had sold the house that she’d
lived in for 45 years so that
we could afford the fees to
move her into a care home.
Even at its best, the care
home was not a comforting
place to be. Alarms going off,
residents upset, staff bustling
in and out. Every time I flew
over to visit I would steel
myself with the same
thought: What if this is the
last time that you see her? It
helped temper my irritation
and frustration. At least for
the first few days.

Both scenarios came true,
simultaneously. And so
almost two years ago, at the
age of 93 we moved my mum
again.Happily, it turned out
to be the best move we could
have made. She now lives in a
nursing home with a high
level of care and an
environment that feels calm,
happy and loving. The only
outbursts come from the
resident green parrot, Alfie,
who enjoys a good swear
now and again to everyone’s
amusement. The staff post
daily photos of residents
enjoying activities.

When mum fell and broke her
hip a second time we were
faced with a whole new set of
uncertainties. What if the
care home wouldn’t take her
back because she was no
longer sufficiently mobile?
What if we used up all of her
private funding and had to
find a council place?

I was about to fly to England
when COVID-19 struck and
the care homes closed to
outside visitors. Of course I
still worry over the what-ifs,
especially seeing headlines
that care home residents will
be the hardest hit by the
virus. If she takes a turn for
the worse while they are in
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lockdown then I won’t be
able to visit. But this time
there is little I can control
and have to make peace
with that. If I don’t see her
again I’ll at least know that
she spent her days with
people who genuinely care
for her. And I’m learning to
forgive myself too, because
although neither my
adoptive parents nor I could
truly be what the other
most wanted, I also know
that I tried my best. And so
did they.
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Secondary Trauma in
Adoptive Parents
Amy Sugeno, LCSW

Anyone who is regularly
exposed to trauma and
suffering is at risk of
developing secondary
trauma. First responders,
humanitarian workers, and
ministers are but a few
examples of people who
regularly bear witness to
suffering and trauma and
who are, thus, at risk.
First Things First: What
exactly is trauma?
Anything that overwhelms a
person’s ability to cope at
the time can be experienced
and processed in the mind
and body as trauma. Signs
that you have experienced
trauma (including secondary
trauma) are: hypervigilance
or over-arousal, avoidance
of traumatic reminders,
negative changes in how you
think or feel, and reexperiencing the traumatic
experience. If you
experience all of these, it’s
possible you may be
suffering from Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD).
Parents Can Suffer from
Secondary Trauma
Children who have gone
through traumatic
experiences can become

easily fearful and
dysregulated, resulting in
challenging and difficult
behaviors. Because these
behaviors serve as a way for
their child to communicate
and express how their
trauma has affected them,
parents are, thus, being
exposed, on a regular basis,
to their child’s trauma.

childhood, the bonding
process is suddenly and
unexpectedly disrupted.
Overwhelmed and helpless,
attachment wounds and
trauma often develop which
can be difficult and
complicated to repair.

Regular exposure to their
child’s trauma leaves parents
vulnerable to secondary
trauma.

It is not uncommon for
adopted children to
externalize their confusion
and upset – their
attachment-related wounds
and trauma - with disruptive,
impulsive, defiant, or
aggressive behaviors.
Alternatively, some
internalize their struggles
and may self-harm,
dissociate, or strive to be
perfect, compliant, or
successful.

Parents who are
experiencing secondary
trauma may: feel anxious,
tense, easily overwhelmed,
and have sleep difficulties;
re-experience their child’s
aggressive, suicidal, or selfharming behaviors or details
of their child’s trauma after
the behavior is over; feel as if
they have changed and are
not themselves anymore; or
wish to escape or avoid their
child or their child’s
behaviors.
Adoption can be Trauma,
Too
As one life ends, another begins.
For adoptive parents, there is
a poignant truth: for life with
your child to begin, their life –
their whole world, as they
knew it up to that point – had
to end. When a mother gives
up her child, especially during
the first few years of

Secondary Trauma in
Adoptive Parents

For adoptive parents, it can
be very difficult and
confusing trying to make
sense of these behaviors.
They may realize their child
is suffering, but feel helpless
and overwhelmed at what to
do. Trying to raise a child
who is suffering from the
trauma in their past means
parents are being directly
exposed to the raw reality,
upset, fear, confusion, and
grief of their child’s trauma.
Take these examples shared
by adoptive parents:

Continued on page 7....
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“When my son comes
home...my anxiety increases. I
am afraid anything will set him
off. When he rages, I can’t stop
shaking…My stomach also
sometimes gets a sick feeling
when I can tell his mood is going
downhill.” - Julie
“I was a pretty relaxed, calm,
confident mom prior to
adopting. I now am easily
overwhelmed by anxious
thoughts, even when I am not
interacting with my…child. And
just an overall sense that I am
not who I was and have trouble
experiencing joy even during
really happy times.” Allie
“The first few months, I was
on high alert constantly,
quick breathing…anxious
about things that would
normally not stress me out,
had no memory…massive
headaches, angry all the time,
physically tense and
exhausted, nauseous at the
start of every day.” - April

“When I have quiet time I’m
literally replaying his
violent/destructive tantrums in
my head.”- Karen
“Constant hyper-vigilance over
any behavior that…might
escalate to full-blown crisis.
Inability to deal with other
stressors in life…Emotional
neediness.” - Melissa
“Feeling like I am not who I once
was, decreased ability to do
anything…outside of daily
activities.” - Katie
“Feeling like the shoe will drop
any time…I can almost always
feel cortisol pumping while my
heart beats faster. Lots of
anxiousness.” - Kerry
“Anxiety seeping into every
area of my life…Poor sleep…
Just a general feeling of ‘I am
not okay’ which was very out of
character for me. A lot of crying
and hiding.” - Kristen
“When it’s time for my daughter
to come home from school I feel
myself getting anxious,
wondering if she will come
home raging or in a good mood.
And sometimes we start out in a
great mood…then she turns on
a dime and starts raging. I also
feel distant from others and feel
as if we don’t have the freedom
to do things that other people
with school age kids can do
easily…” - Christina

“I feel distant from people
because they will not really
understand and being with
others can be such triggers
for my son.” - E.A.
Perspectives from a
Therapist Who Works with
Adopted Children and Their
Families
Marshall Lyles, MA, LPC-S,
LMFT-S, RPT-S, at the Center
for Relational Care in Austin,
Texas, specializes in working
with children and families
who have experienced
attachment wounds and
other traumas. In this
interview, his gentle, caring
nature and considerable
knowledge help shed light on
secondary trauma in adoptive
parents.
Amy: What kinds of
symptoms or struggles do
you notice in adoptive
parents who are suffering
from secondary trauma?
Marshall: Some symptoms
seem more pervasive than
others. Many parents
describe feeling burned out,
chronically overwhelmed, or
fatigued. It can become
increasingly difficult to
maintain compassion and the
desire to nurture, while
simultaneously feeling guilty
about this. We may shut
down and withdraw or be on
Continued on page 8....

edge a lot of the time. There can
be hopelessness, anxiety, and
seemingly unending frustration.
Other issues may be more
specific to the experiences
parents went through during the
adoption journey or to the
experiences of their adopted
children. For me, the saddest
struggle happens when parents
don't understand the nature of
their symptoms and begin to
experience shame. They often
pull away from relationships for
fear of being judged (or have
actually been judged) and the
aloneness makes all these other
hardships intensify.
A: When you tell adoptive
parents that secondary trauma
can sometimes develop from
parenting a child who has
experienced trauma, are they
usually surprised?

M: At times, parents do seem
surprised and wonder why they
weren't prepared for that
possibility. However, many
times they seem relieved. It's as
if having a name for such an
invisible struggle helps to
understand it. This can impact
some of the shame and
aloneness parents may be
experiencing as a result of
trauma symptoms.
A: How do you work with
adoptive parents to help them
when they are suffering from
secondary trauma?
M: Parenting an attachmentwounded child often surfaces
previously unknown relational
issues for the adoptive parents.
This is a really common
phenomenon, but one that
complicates an already stressful

situation. Much of the time,
therapy focuses on the child's
needs. This is certainly
understandable as many
adopted children deserve
therapeutic attention. In my
opinion, therapy can't begin
and end with the child
especially when the parents
are struggling with their own
unresolved struggles. I often
recommend that parents seek
their own help from a
therapist who is familiar with
attachment and trauma. Also,
there are many support groups
and therapy groups, as well as
Facebook groups, specific to
adoptive parents. Therapeutic
group experiences are a great
possibility because community
is desperately needed after
feeling isolated and alone.A:
A: Do you have any sugestContinued on page 9....

AKA MEETUPS ARE HAPPENING ON ZOOM!

Birth/First Parent Group
1st Tuesday of the Month
Adoptive & Foster Parent Group
3rd Monday of the month
DNA Discoveries Group
2nd Thursday of the month
Women Adoptee Group
Last Tuesday of the month
Male Adoptee Group
3rd Wednesday of the month
CHECK AKA'S WEBSITE OR SOCIAL MEDIA
FOR NEW ZOOM TRIAD MEETINGS
OR EMAIL AKA@ADOPTIONKNOWLEDGE.ORG

Continued from page 8....

-ions for adoptive parents for
how they can take care of
themselves?
M: This is a topic that often
seems simple at first glance,
but can be exceptionally
difficult to execute. Self-care
takes time and parents don't
often feel they have that to
spare. It can feel like we are
having to take time away
from meeting our children's
needs if we are then focusing
on our own. Spending time
taking care of ourselves,

however, is absolutely the
first step to good parenting.
We have many dimensions to
ourselves: physical,
relational, spiritual,
emotional, etc.
Amy Sugeno is an ecotherapist,

Pick an area of need and
start as small as needed. It
just needs to be something
that gives you life. I'm
hesitant to even list
examples because it isn't a
checklist mentality. Pick an
area of need and start as
small as needed. It just needs
to be something that gives
you life. I'm hesitant to even
list examples because it isn't
a checklist mentality. . I can
think of few better ways to
help a little one come to
believe they are deserving of
care than to model it.

mindfulness teacher, and nature
writer who worked as a wildlife
biologist for over sixteen years
before becoming a mental
health therapist. For over ten
years, she worked with teens and
adults struggling with trauma
and PTSD, often integrating
nature into their healing process
until closing her individual
counseling private practice. Now,
Amy teaches others about
ecotherapy through offering
professional training workshops
and giving presentations, and
she leads free mindfulness in
nature walks and affordable
retreats in the Austin area. When
she is not teaching or leading
walks, she enjoys writing essays
about nature, mindfulness, and
being adopted.
WWW.AMYLSUGENO.COM

Adoption Knowledge Affiliates and Adoption
Network Cleveland have joined forces to
present “Journeys of Discovery: Navigating the
Intersections of Adoption,” a virtual
conference to be held on Friday & Saturday,
October 23 & 24, 2020! This amazing
opportunity will bring together the expertise
of both organizations to offer presentations
by national and state experts on adoption,
providing opportunities for members of the
adoption and foster care community to
receive support and skills, gain knowledge
and network with others. Ohio and Texas
CEUs will be available. More info to come stay tuned!

Our 2020 Conference Sponsors

SHOP FOR AKA!
VISIT AKA'S AMAZON SMILE PAGE & A
PERCENTAGE OF YOUR AMAZON
PURCHASE WILL BE DONATED TO
AKA AT NO CHARGE TO YOU.
ALSO, LINK YOUR RANDALL'S CARD
TO ADOPTION KNOWLEDGE
AFFILIATES #11125.

Randall's

Thank
You!
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Conference Info
Scan Here:

Contact Us:

Follow us on social media

Adoption Knowledge Affiliates
PO Box 4082
Austin, TX 78765
Phone: 512-553-AKA0(2520)
Email: aka@adoptionknowledge.org
Visit www.adoptionknowledge.org to join or donate!
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